ACCESSORIES

Prices shown are for standard Polyester fabric. **Premium & PVC fabric options also available.**

INSTANT CANOPY ACCESSORIES

- **Protective Cover**  
  FROM $94ea
- **Tie Down Straps**  
  FROM $1.25ea
- **Steel Stakes**  
  FROM $0.50ea
- **Steel Weight Plate**  
  FROM $90ea
- **Sand Bag**  
  FROM $20ea
- **Clip Wheel + Steel Stakes**  
  FROM $22.50ea
- **Rain Gutters + Wall Strip**  
  FROM $70

INSTANT CANOPY WALLS

- **10ft Plain Wall**  
  FROM $65
- **10ft Printed Full Wall**  
  FROM $235
- **10ft Printed Half Wall + Bars**  
  FROM $293

PROMOTIONAL

- **Printed Pop Banner**  
  FROM $160
- **Printed Pull-up Banner**  
  FROM $250
- **Printed Table Covers - Stretch & Fitted**  
  FROM $290
- **Custom Banner & Fence Wraps Available**

FLAGS & FLAG BASES

- **Single Side Printed Feather Flag + Ground Stake**  
  FROM $188
- **Single Side Printed Teardrop Flag + Ground Stake**  
  FROM $188
- **Cross Base**  
  FROM $70
- **Base Plate**  
  FROM $70
- **Canopy Leg Connector**  
  FROM $38
- **Standard Ground Stake**  
  FROM $26
- **Heavy Duty Ground Stake**  
  FROM $50

SHOP www.extremecanopy.com  
CALL (888) 201 1968  
EMAIL admin@extremecanopy.com